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Background. Obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) is a potential cardiovascular risk factor. However, there is currently no prominent
screening strategy for its diagnosis in patients with acute coronary syndrome (ACS). The aim of this study was to establish the
impact of apneic events in case of OSA associated with ACS.Methods. Between January 1st and June 30th, fifty-three subjects with
ACS (first acute myocardial infarction) were prospectively evaluated for OSA. Each patient was evaluated by polysomnography
(PSG) two months after the ACS. Results. Mean age of 59±9,6 years, 81,1% males, BMI at 28,5±4,2 kg/m2, neck circumference of
42,5±12,6 cm, and waist circumference os 102,5±16,5 cm. The majority of patients (73,6%) had moderate to severe OSA (apnea-
hypopnea index (AHI) ≥ 15/h and arousal index ≥ 10/h). We defined the apneic coefficient (AC) as the ratio between apnea index
(AI) and AHI. We chose as cut-off the median value of apnea coefficient in our population which was at 37%. The patients with
a higher AC (AC ≥ 37% versus AC < 37%) had higher levels of Troponin-I (63,4±63,2 versus 29,7±36,1 ng/mL, p=0,016), higher
levels of NT-proBNP (1879,8±2141,8 versus 480±621,3 pg/mL, p=0,001), higher SYNTAX score (15,8±11,5 versus 10,2±5,9, p=0,049),
and lower left ventricle ejection fraction (LVEF 53,3±11,4 versus 59,4±6,4%, p=0,023) and were more likely to have a STEMI (21
patients (77,7%) vesus 14 patients (53,8%), p=0,031). Conclusion. An apneic coefficient (AI/AHI) ≥ 37% is correlated with more
severe cardiac impairment, as well as higher hypoxemia and arousal index.

1. Introduction

Nowadays, obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) is a common
chronic condition, affecting 10% of middle-aged men and 3%
of middle-aged women [1].

The clinical guidelines [2, 3] and different other reports
highlight that this condition is strongly related to the preva-
lence and consequences of arrhythmias [4, 5], hypertension
[6], stroke [7], and heart failure [8]. The pathophysiological
mechanism incriminated in this association is based on
endothelial dysfunction [9], coronary plaque burden [10],
chronic inflammation, and sympathetic activation [11], sec-
ondary to intermittent hypoxemia.

Although the role of OSA as risk factor for cardio-
vascular disease has been well defined, the description of

this sleep-breathing disorder in acute coronary syndrome is
less clear and it is based on small population reports [12–
15]. Moreover, a recent large study observed that OSA is a
predictor of major adverse cardiac and cerebral events in
patients who underwent percutaneous coronary intervention
(PCI) for ACS, but there is still no consensus on the effec-
tiveness of OSA treatment for patients with ACS [16]. On the
contrary, a study of 136myocardial infarction patients showed
lower levels of troponin among OSA patients, suggesting a
cardioprotective role of OSA as a “preconditioning factor”
[17]. This protective effect of OSA was recently confirmed
in patients with ACS, with a 54% reduction in peak cardiac
Troponin-I levels in OSA patients than in those without OSA
[18].
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A recent expert review, based on the last publications,
showed a heterogeneity of breathing disturbances associated
with OSA and end-organ damage and that therefore a
new definition of different phenotypes is needed, based on
polysomnographic, clinical, and outcome parameters and
not only on AHI [19]. Likewise, the hypopnea thresholds
of 3% and 4% seemed to have different cardiovascular
consequences [20] and the oxygen desaturation is more pro-
nounced during apnea compared to hypopnea, with longer
event duration [21, 22].

Therefore, we hypothesized that a more apneic profile
of OSA defined by the ratio between AI and AHI could be
better correlated to the severity of cardiac impairment in ACS
compared with AHI alone.

2. Material and Methods

2.1. Study Design. 136 consecutives patients with ACS were
referred for PCI, between 1st January 2017 and 30th June 2017.
Following a screening procedure, 57 patients were enrolled
for complete PSG, 2 months after the ACS (Figure 1).

The inclusion criteria included age > 18 years and the
presence of first acute myocardial infarction. The exclusion
criteria for the current study included the following: previous
treatment with CPAP, inability to complete questionnaires,
the presence of any previously diagnosed sleep disorder,
patients with > 50% central apneas or Cheyne-Stokes respira-
tion, patients with chronic diseases (neoplasms, severe renal
insufficiency, and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease),
and patients with cardiogenic shock.

All patients underwent systemic sleep apnea screening
with polysomnography, performed 2 months after the res-
olution of the ACS to ensure that fluid accumulation, as a
symptom of acute cardiac dysfunction, would not distort
OSA diagnosis.

The main objective was the comparison between the
apneic coefficient (AC = AI/AHI) and the severity of the
coronary disease.

All patients gave written informed consent for the pro-
cedures and the research protocol was approved by the
Institutional Review Board of the French Learned Society
for RespiratoryMedicine, Société de Pneumologie de Langue
Française (CEPRO 2017-044).

2.2. Procedures. The ACS was defined according to the cur-
rent guidelines [23] and included first ever-acute myocardial
infarction (MI) with or without ST elevation infarction and
unstable angina. The following data was recorded during
hospitalization in the Cardiac Intensive Care Unit:

(i) angiographic data: the Thrombolysis in Myocardial
Infarction (TIMI) score to evaluate the angiographic flow (an
occluded infraction related artery was defined by a TIMI flow
grade 0-1), SYNTAX score, and the infarction related artery
(IRA)

(ii) echocardiographic data: LVEF
(iii) laboratory test: Troponin-I level, NT-proBNP, and

cholesterol level
(iv) anthropometric data: BMI, neck circumference, and

waist circumference.

(v) Sleep validated questionnaires: Epworth Sleepiness
Scale (ESS) and Berlin questionnaire.

2.3. Polysomnography. Two months after the hospitalization
for ACS, all 57 patients underwent a full night PSG in
our sleep laboratory, using a Cidelec device (CID102L8D)
with monitoring of the electroencephalogram (EEG) using
frontal, central, and occipital leads, electrooculogram (EOG),
electromyogram (EMG), airflow (by oronasal thermistor
and nasal air pressure transducer), thoracic and abdominal
respiratory movement (inductance plethysmography), and
oximetry. A single EKG lead II was used for cardiac moni-
toring and the snoring was recorded by a microphone.

Three physicians manually interpreted polysomno-
graphic recordings of 30 sec intervals, in accordance with
the AASM 2012 guidelines [24]. Obstructive apnea was
defined as the absence of airflow lasting ≥ 10s in presence
of abdominal and thoracic movements. Central apnea was
defined as the absence of both thoracic and abdominal
movements and airflow lasting ≥ 10s. Hypopnea was defined
as a reduction in airflow lasting ≥ 10s associated with oxygen
desaturation or subcortical arousal. OSA was defined as mild
if AHI ≥ 5 and <15/h and moderate to severe if AHI ≥ 15/h
and arousal index ≥ 10/h.

We defined the apneic coefficient (AC) as the ratio
between AI and AHI. We chose as cut-off the median value
of apnea coefficient in our population which was at 37%.
Using this cut-off, two groups of patients were formed (AC
≥ 37% versus AC < 37%). All the patients with moderate
to severe OSA were proposed to either CPAP therapy or
Mandibular Advancement Device (MAD) treatment and we
noted the CPAP compliance at 3 months. We defined an
optimal adherence to CPAP therapy if the mean duration of
nocturnal CPAP therapy was at least 4 hours.

2.4. Statistical Analysis. We used SPPS Statistics version 20
for all statistical analysis. Continuous variables are described
as mean ± SD or median and interquartile range (IQR) as
adequate. Categorical variables were described as numbers
and percentages. Correlation coefficients were calculated
using Spearman’s test. Differences in procedural character-
istics between patient groups were analyzed using Mann-
Whitney U test for continuous data and chi square test for
categorical data. A p value < 0,05 was considered significant.
All parameters with a p value < 0,20 were entered into the
multivariate linear regression analysis.

3. Results

3.1. Baseline Characteristics. Between January 1st and June
30th, 136 patients with ACS were referred to our Cardiac
Intensive Care Unit for primary PCI. 79 patients were
excluded according to a priori criteria (34 patients had known
history of SAS or ACS, 28 patients declined participation,
14 patients had dementia or hemodynamic instability, and
3 patients had sternotomy or surgical revascularization).
Finally, 57 patients were prospectively enrolled to complete
the polysomnography study, 2 months after the ACS.
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Figure 1: Flowchart: ACS: acute cardiac syndrome; CSA: central sleep apnea; OSA: obstructive sleep apnea; PCI: percutaneous coronary
intervention; AHI: apnea-hypopnea index; PSG: polysomnography.
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Figure 2: Correlation between arousal index and apneic coefficient.

Among them, 39 patients (68,4%) hadmoderate to severe
OSA defined by AHI ≥ 15/h with arousal index ≥ 10/h
and only 4 patients presented central sleep apnea (7%). We
included only the 53 patients with OSA in our statistical
analysis. The baseline demographic, clinical, and procedural

characteristics from patients with moderate to severe OSA
versus mild OSA patients are listed in Table 1. The mean age
was 59 ± 9,6 years, with a male predominance (81%) and BMI
at 28,5 ± 4,1 Kg/m2. We did not find any statistical difference
between the 2 groups (moderate to severe OSA versus mild
OSA patients) in terms of severity of ACS.

3.2. Results of the Sleep Study. The mean and median value
of AHI levels were 35,1/h ± 16,8 and 31/h (range 7 – 77/h),
respectively, with 39 patients presenting a moderate to severe
OSA (defined by AHI ≥ 15/h and arousal index ≥ 10/h),
which represents a prevalence of 73,5% in our population. In
terms of screening, we observed that only the Berlin score,
completed 2 months after the ACS, was correlated to the
severity of OSA (Table 1). We diagnosed only 4 cases of CSA
(7% of study population) probably due to the 2 months delay
between the ACS and polysomnography.

The excessive daytime sleepiness evaluated by ESS was
nonsignificant in both groups of patients (moderate to severe
OSA versus mild OSA).

The apneic coefficient was positively correlated with NT-
proBNP (r= 0,31; p=0,33) and arousal index (r=0,40; p=0,003)
(Figure 2).

We found a mean and median value of AC levels at
37,3%± 24,2 and 37% (range 5% – 95%). Using AC levels
with a cut-off of 37% we defined two groups: the most apneic
patients (AC ≥ 37%) versus the least apneic patients (AC
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Table 1: Baseline characteristics of patients according to severity of OSA. Data are expressed as mean±SD on number (%). ESS, Epworth
Sleepiness Scale; PSQI, Pittsburgh SleepQuality Index; AHI, apnea-hypopnea index; STEMI, ST elevationmyocardial infarction;UA, unstable
angina; PCI, percutaneous coronary intervention; LVEF, left ventricle ejection fraction.

Overall
(n = 53)

AHI < 15/h and arousal
index < 10/h

n = 14

AHI ≥ 15/h and arousal
index ≥ 10/h

n = 39
p-value

Age (yrs) 59,5 ± 9,6 56 ± 9 60,8 ± 9,7 0,102
Male 43 (81%) 11 (78,5%) 32 (82%) 0,528
BMI (kg/m2) 28,5 ± 4,1 27 ± 3,9 28,9 ± 4,1 0,203
Neck circumference (cm) 41,5 ± 3,5 40,7 ± 3,7 41,8 ± 3,4 0,343
Waist circumference (cm) 106,4 ± 12,3 99,7 ± 11,1 106,4 ± 11,8 0,023
Laboratory values
Creatinine (𝜇mol/L) 79,5 ± 18,8 72,8 ± 12 82 ± 20,3 0,114
NT-proBNP (ng/mL) 1553,7 ± 2830 1263,8 ± 1766,3 1667,9 ± 3169,3 0,845
Peak Troponin I (ng/mL) 44,7 ± 51,6 35,3 ± 35,2 48 ± 56,4 0,755
LDL (g/L) 1,3 ± 0,44 1,3 ± 0,46 1,27 ± 0,44 0,755
HbA1c (%) 6,36 ± 1,3 6,28 ± 1,17 6,39 ± 1,35 0,754
Sleep related parameters
ESS score (baseline) 6,6 ± 3,9 5,7 ± 2,8 6,9 ± 4,2 0,264
High risk Berlin score (baseline) 22 (41,5%) 4 (30,7%) 18 (46,1%) 0,171
PSQI score (baseline) 6,4 ± 3,2 6,25 ± 2,9 6,5 ± 3,3 0,969
ESS score (2 mo. after) 6,1 ± 3,2 4,3 ± 1,4 6,6 ± 3,4 0,054
High risk Berlin score (2 mo.
after) 19 (35,8%) 1 (7,2%) 18 (46,1%) 0,05

PSQI score (2 mo. after) 6,4 ± 3,2 4,3 ± 2,3 6,8 ± 3,2 0,082
AHI (/h) 35,1 ± 16,8 15,1 ± 3,9 42,3 ± 13,4 < 0,001
Arousal index (/h) 22,5 ± 16,5 6,4 ± 4,3 28,2 ± 15,3 < 0,001
Mean SpO2 (%) 92,6 ± 1,6 93,4 ± 2,2 92,3 ± 1,2 0,012
Time SpO2 < 90% (% sleep time) 10,4 ± 16,5 8,2 ± 22,6 11,2 ± 14 0,009
ACS characteristics
SYNTAX score 12,2 ± 9,2 9,8 ± 4,2 13,1 ± 10,4 0,634
Type of ACS 0,776

STEMI 35 (66%) 10 (71,4%) 25 (64,1%)
NSTEMI 15 (28,3%) 3 (21,4%) 12 (30,7%)
UA 3 (5,7%) 1 (7,2%) 2 (5,2%)

Number of diseased vessels 0,94
1 25 (47%) 7 (50%) 18 (46%)
2 19 (36%) 5 (36%) 14 (36%)
3 9 (17%) 2 (14%) 7 (18%)

Pre-PCI TIMI flow grade 0-1 23 (43,4%) 4 (28,6%) 19 (48,7%) 0,161
Echocardiography
LVEF (%) 56 ± 9,7 57,5 ± 7,7 55,5 ± 10,4 0,762

< 37%). We observed that the most apneic patients (AC ≥
37%) presented significantly worse cardiac impairment with
higher frequency of STEMI cases (21 patients (77,7%) versus
14 patients (53,8%), p=0,031), higher SYNTAX score (15,8 ±
11,5 versus 10,2 ± 5,9; p=0,049), higher peak of Troponin-I
levels (63,4 ± 63,2 versus 29,7 ± 36,1 ng/mL, p=0,016), higher

NT-proBNP levels (1879,9 ± 2141,9 versus 480 ± 621,3 ng/mL,
p=0,001), and lower LVEF (53,3 ± 11,4 versus 59,5 ± 6,5%,
p=0,023). Moreover, the most apneic patients (AC ≥ 37%)
had a significantly higher AHI (40/h ± 14,5 versus 31,3/h ±
16,3; p=0,034) and higher oxygen desaturation index (ODI)
(28,8/h ± 15,6 versus 16,4/h ± 13,8; p=0,004) and they were
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Table 2: Comparison between the more apneic patients vs. less apneic patients. Data are expressed as mean±SD or number (%). ACS, acute
coronary syndrome; STEMI, ST elevation myocardial infarction; UA, unstable angina; PCI, percutaneous coronary intervention; LVEF, left
ventricle ejection fraction; ESS, Epworth Sleepiness Scale; AHI, apnea-hypopnea index; CPAP, continuous positive airway pressure.

Overall
(n = 53)

Apneic coef. < 37%
n = 26

Apneic coef. ≥ 37%
n = 27 p-value

Age (yrs) 59,5 ± 9,6 57,2 ± 9,1 61,8 ± 9,8 0,087
Male 43 (81%) 23 (88,4%) 20 (74%) 0,162
BMI (kg/m2) 28,5 ± 4,1 28,1 ± 3,9 28,8 ± 4,4 0,561
Neck circumference (cm) 41,5 ± 3,5 41,2 ± 3,4 41,7 ± 3,6 0,652
Waist circumference (cm) 106,4 ± 12,3 105,7 ± 9,7 107,2 ± 15 0,729
Laboratory values
NT-proBNP (ng/mL) 1553,7 ± 2830 480 ± 621,3 1879,9 ± 2141,9 0,001
Peak Troponin I (ng/mL) 44,7 ± 51,6 29,7 ± 36,1 63,4 ± 63,2 0,016
ACS characteristics
SYNTAX score 12,2 ± 9,2 10,2 ± 5,9 15,8 ± 11,5 0,049
Type of ACS 0,031

STEMI 35 (66%) 14 (53,8%) 21 (77,7%)
NSTEMI 15 (28,3%) 9 (34,6%) 6 (22,3%)
UA 3 (5,7%) 3 (11,6%) 0 (0%)

Number of diseased vessels 0,43
1 25 (47%) 13 (50%) 12 (44,4%)
2 19 (36%) 10 (38,4%) 9 (33,3%)
3 9 (17%) 3 (11,6%) 6 (22.3%)

Pre-PCI TIMI flow grade 0-1 23 (43,4%) 10 (38,4%) 13 (48,1%) 0,332
LVEF (%) 56 ± 9,7 59,5 ± 6,5 53,3 ± 11,4 0,023
Sleep related parameters
ESS score (2 mo. after) 6,1 ± 3,2 5,5 ± 2,8 6,7 ± 3,5 0,210
High risk Berlin score (2 mo.
after) 19 (35,8%) 6 (33,3%) 13 (52%) 0,183

AHI (/h) 35,1 ± 16,8 31,3 ± 16,3 40 ± 14,5 0,03
Arousal index (/h) 22,5 ± 16,5 16,5 ± 11,8 22,3 ± 12,6 0,083
Desaturation index (/h) 22,2 ± 15,8 16,4 ± 13,8 28,8 ± 15,6 0,004
Mean SpO2 (%) 92,6 ± 1,6 92,4 ± 1,9 92,7 ± 1,3 0,597
Time SpO2 < 90% (% sleep time) 10,4 ± 16,5 8,7 ± 11,3 12,2 ± 20,7 0,438
Compliance to CPAP treatment
(≥ 4 hours of CPAP therapy) 27 (50,9%) 8 (32%) 19 (73%) 0,016

Table 3: Multivariate analysis of factors associated with AC ≥ 37%
versus AC < 37%.

Variable HR 95% Confidence Interval p value
NT-proBNP 2.88 0.001 – 0,015 0.94
SYNTAX score 0,003 -0,026 – 0,31 0,84
Troponin-I level 0,002 -0,002 – 0,006 0,37
Type of ACS 0,038 -0,440 – 0,364 0,83
LVEF 0,02 -0,044 – 0,003 0,081
Gender 0,332 -0,315 – 0,978 0,97
Age 0,004 -0,045 – 0,053 0,86
CPAP therapy ≥ 4h 0,364 -0,899 – 0,207 0,19

more compliant to CPAP at 3months withmore than 4 hours
of CPAP therapy for 19 patients (73%) versus 8 patients (32%);
p=0,016 (Table 2). However, all these results are no longer
significant after multivariate analysis (Table 3).

4. Discussion

OSA is highly prevalent in cardiovascular diseases. Intermit-
tent hypoxia, the hallmark of OSA, causes oxidative stress,
inflammation, sympathetic hyperactivity, and endothelial
dysfunction which lead to cardiovascular comorbidities [19,
25].

Recent expert review highlighted that the clinical defini-
tion of OSA based on the combination of AHI and sleepiness
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is compromised by the high prevalence of elevated AHI
in the general population [19, 26, 27] and the ODI may
be a stronger predictor of adverse cardiovascular outcomes
than AHI [28, 29]. In this context we hypothesized that a
coefficient based on the frequency of pure apneic events could
be more reliable to predict cardiac impairment for patients
with ACS associated with OSA. Therefore, we defined the
apneic coefficient (AC) as the ratio between the AI and AHI.
We chose the median value of AC as the cut-off (AC=37%) to
evaluate the correlation with the cardiac outcomes after ACS.
The polysomnographic evaluation was made 2 months after
the ACS to ensure that fluid accumulation, as a symptom of
acute cardiac dysfunction, would not distort OSA diagnosis.

We found, after univariate analysis, that the most apneic
patients defined by an AC ≥ 37% had a higher level of
Troponin-I, higher level of NT-proBNP, higher SYNTAX
score, and lower LVEF and were more likely to have a
STEMI and a higher ODI. These results are similar to
recent studies which showed that OSA is independently
associated with major adverse cardiac and cerebrovascular
events [30] and could inhibit the recovery of left ventricular
function in patients with acute MI [31]. Unfortunately, all
these correlations did not remain statistically significant after
multivariate analysis probably because of the limited number
of patients in our study.

Also, these patients seemed to be more compliant to
CPAP therapy. This is probably explained by a significantly
more severe sleeping disorder (AHI 40/h ± 14,5 versus 31,3/h
± 16,3 and ODI 28,8/h ± 15,6 versus 16,4/h ± 13,8). Similar to
our findings, a recent ancillary analysis of the ISAACC trial
showed that protective factors against noncompliance with
CPAP treatment were the severity of the disease (high value
of AHI and ICU stay length) [32].

We did not find any statistically differences between the
groups of mild OSA versus moderate to severe OSA, in terms
of coronaropathy markers or cardiac dysfunction after ACS.

A recent study reported that gender in OSA influences
the severity of ACS [33]. Our OSA-ACS population presented
a large majority of men but without any significant gender-
related difference in OSA associated with ACS.

We found a very low level of sleepiness in our population
and we did not find any correlation between sleepiness scale
evaluated by ESS and the severity of OSA based on AHI. The
more complex Berlin questionnaire seemed to better define
themore severe OSA patients. Contrary to a recent study [34]
we did not find that age or BMI were associated with OSA.

The current study has several strengths including a gold
standard polysomnographic evaluation for all 57 patients,
performed twomonths after the ACS to exclude a high preva-
lence of apneic events due to fluid accumulation secondary to
acute cardiac dysfunction. Also, we assessed a broad range
of anthropometric, biological, clinical, cardiovascular, and
therapeutic variables in our analysis.

Moreover, our study has some limitations.This is a single-
center study regarding a small population of patients. Because
of a short follow-up period we could not analyze the efficacy
and the protective role of CPAP-treatment regarding the
cardiovascular status. Repeat coronary angiography was not
protocol mandated and therefore we could not examine the

follow-up data of the coronary status, regarding the severity
of OSA.

In conclusion, in this single-center study we observed
that the most apneic patients, defined by an AC ≥ 37%,
were associated with a more severe coronary and cardiac
dysfunction. The apneic status (AC ≥ 37%) could be a
protective factor against the noncompliance to CPAP therapy.
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